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Websites - Articles


Videos

Experts & other Sources:

Mariette Hoiting – HTNK & House of Denim
[... @ ...]

James Veenhof – Fronteer Strategy & House of Denim
[... @ ...]

Lucel van den Hoeven – Modefabriek & Denim Days
[... @ ...]

Robert Grauwen – Modefabriek & Denim Days
[... @ ...]

Nieke Mulder - Modefabriek & Denim Days
[... @ ...]

Andrew Olah – Founder Kingpins Show
[... @ ...]

Adriano Goldschmied – Founder AG Denim
[... @ ...]

Alberto – Candiani Denim
[... @ ...]

Amy Leverton – WGSN- Author Denim Dudes,
[... @ ...]

Thomas Stege Bojer – Founder denimhunters.com
[... @ ...]

Matt Wilson – Contributing editor, denimhunters.com
[... @ ...]

Paul Travi – Writer denimhunter.com
[... @ ...]

Nick Coe – Founder RawR Denim
[... @ ...]

Leroy Aznam –Comme des Leroi
[... @ ...]

Piero Turk – writer, blogger, author
[... @ ...]

Kara Nicholas – Cone Denim , VP product development & Marketing.
[... @ ...]

Hisao & Katsu Manabe – President of Japan Blue Group (Momotaro & Japan Blue)
[... @ ...]
Mira Copini - coordinator Jean School
Sue Barrett – Trend forcaster & author WORN magazine.
Saskia Handgraaf & Pascal Duval – G-Star Raw
Olaf Hussein – own brand
Guido Kerssens – Denim Minor, Oyuki Denim.
Leonie Zijlstra – communications Kings of Indigo
Menno van Meurs & Rene Strolenberg – Tenue de Nimes
Mick Keus